+++ PRESS RELEASE +++

VDT Lounge: The place to meet at #TMT30
Celebrating the anniversary, this year the VDT is represented at the
Tonmeistertagung exhibition with a lounge for everyone
Cologne, September 2018: To mark the 30th anniversary of the convention, the regional
groups and departments of the VDT have initiated a VDT Lounge which is open to all for
conversation, sharing ideas and networking throughout the entire Tonmeistertagung. Stand
1‐20 is where VDT members and those interested in joining meet; both VDT volunteers and
leading figures in the industry. This new, fresh concept strengthens ties within the VDT.
Drop by and ask us what the VDT is planning!
Mix and mingle
The new VDT Lounge brings together convention attendees, lecturers, exhibitors and the
association at this year’s Tonmeistertagung. In a laid‐back atmosphere, the VDT regional
sections and technical departments and their staff introduce themselves and provide
detailed information about what the VDT does. What’s more, lounge visitors can get in
touch with the association’s regional groups directly (such as Munich, Cologne or Stuttgart)
to get a better idea of local activities and events. Each day, short lectures cover topics like a
multimedia review of the past 30 Tonmeistertagung conventions, the nearly 70 years of the
VDT’s existence or the latest developments in statutory healthcare for freelancers.
Martin Rust, coordinator of the VDT departments, remarks on the new concept: “The VDT is
represented at the 30th TMT anniversary with its own lounge: Network, share ideas, take a
break, enjoy good music and cool drinks or just recharge your phone. The association’s
main and volunteer representatives are available to talk to around the clock and will be
delighted to tell you about the association’s activities! It’s definitely worth a visit!”
The VDT Lounge is open throughout the entire TMT 2018, from Wednesday 14 to Saturday
17 November. We look forward to welcoming you there.
https://tonmeistertagung.com/de/2018/vdt‐lounge‐treffen‐sie‐uns‐auf‐der‐tmt30/
https://tonmeistertagung.com
#TMT30
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PRESS ACCREDITATION:
Please note that industry journalists are not automatically accredited for the Tonmeistertagung. You are
required to obtain accreditation in advance. Your accreditation will be checked and will only be valid once the
VDT has confirmed it. The VDT reserves the right to limit the number of tickets for the trade press. Possession
of a press card does not suffice as authorization for a Tonmeistertagung trade press ticket.

About the Tonmeistertagung
The Tonmeistertagung is a specialist conference accompanied by a trade exhibition with manufacturers, service
providers and distributors from the pro audio industry. The Tonmeistertagung is also an industry meet‐up and
established platform which facilitates the exchange of ideas between audio pros, producers, artists,
manufacturers, outfitters, developers and scientists. As a critical source of ideas for research and practice, the
TMT embodies the zeitgeist and provides audio professionals from diverse fields with an in‐depth and well‐
rounded overview of current developments and trends in the pro audio industry. In addition, a key part of the
event is pro‐active knowledge transfer as well as training and continuing professional development by audio
industry veterans. Along with presenting the latest technologies and findings from research, the basics and
practical topics derived from day‐to‐day work life get their due. Top‐class lecturers guarantee first‐hand,
authentic instruction in exclusive content and information, both during lectures and in person. It is this meeting
of colleagues on equal footing to share experiences that makes the Tonmeistertagung an invaluable and
indispensable source of knowledge, and which continues to thrive with the active participation of a growing
community of highly qualified audio professionals.
About the VDT
Verband Deutscher Tonmeister (VDT) is the German Association of Sound Engineers, a meeting place for audio
professionals who work in the arts, media and communication with the desire to preserve and increase the
aesthetic and technical quality of their products. The association represents membership interests in a
professional, social and business context, and is open to the global community and a broad range of
professions. Its over 2000 members include sound professionals from the recording production, radio
broadcast, film, television, multimedia and theatre industries, as well as representatives from the media,
equipment and event industries, research and development, and education. Students comprise about 10% of
the membership.
VDT also has many corporate members that support its ideals and provide funding.
VDT provides a platform where professionals, manufacturers, suppliers, developers and scientists can share
their knowledge, such as at the Tonmeistertagung and other conventions, the VDT seminars and also through
its work with other associations and institutes. Membership benefits include rewarding professional
conferences and workshops, the VDT journal, other publications, a discussion forum, the Tonmeister Awards,
legal advice, and access to a broad variety of contacts. Members may also obtain insurance coverage tailored
to their specific profession at very favourable terms.

Contact:
Verband Deutscher Tonmeister e.V.
Office
Am Zaarshäuschen 9
51427 Bergisch Gladbach
Tel: +49 2204 23595
Fax: +49 2204 21584
Email: vdt@tonmeister.de
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Web: www.tonmeister.de
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